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Twiplomacy- Matthias Lüfkens 

 

• Social Media Platform of World Leaders→ Twitter: 97%, Facebook 93%, Instagram 81% 

• The Number of followers onTwitter is not that relevant, but the connections; mutual  

connections are important;  

• Twitter is the channel for diplomacy;  

• Instagram is the secondary channel for digital diplomacy→ benefits: Instagram stories, a 

good way of visual storytelling and also the possibility of making polls/asking on Instagram; 

• Facebook: Using Facebook live, PM of New Zealand (Jacinda Ardern) is an example of 

successfully using Facebook; 

• On Twitter: A clear editorial line, creation of an editorial calendar and a weekly "tweet 

sheet";  

• Keep it short: Engage audience with a question, add a call to action, add max. 2 hashtags (#), 

add a link, a picture/video, tag influencers, use emojis and add a location; 

• Use many # in the Bios on Twitter  

 

Klaus Welle 

 

• Challenges for the EU & Topics like migration policy, security, defence policy, climate 

protection→ need to take these into consideration for the future;  

• We have to communicate more – not so much about ourselves. We have to explain concretely 

to the citizens what the EU does for them 

• for this reason a new website has been launched: what Europe does for me? 

• Direct communication is important→ Parlamentarium visits for citizens ; all the Member 

States intend to open a similar place;  

• Important to tell each day the same/similar story, focus on a certain topic→ that's why 

Trump is so successful, because he's repeating the same stories;  

• We should focus on distribution, rather than production; → it's not important how much we 

produced, but how many people were reached with what costs and instruments;   

 

Inga Rosinska 

 

• we need to engage citizens in order to burst the Brussel's bubble! 

• The EU works, but it's hard to communicate this to citizens 

• in order to reach larger audiences, we need short, emotional and basic content;  

• when it comes to videos posted online, they need to have subtitles, because nowadays most 

of the people watch videos on their phones (often without the sound turned on); 

• in the context of populism, she recommended the book Factfulness by Hans Rosling, which 

shows how individuals have the tendency to be pessimistic, although the statistics show the 

opposite; 

 

 

 



 

Mina Andreeva 

Things that worked in the Commission: 2 types of communication, proactive and reactive 

Proactive:  

1. Focus  

2. Go Local, commissioners go in the field; examples: in Bulgaria, in Portugal, both were positive stories 

3. Keep it simple, keep repeating it: e.g Brexit, no negotiations without notification→ repeating the 

same message by different actors (PM, Presidents, etc) 

4. try to use joint communication, e.g. we are giving money to the Syrian refugees in Turkey, not to 

Turkey;  

5. citizens matter→ try not to speak about yourselves, but about what citizens want;  

Show positive stories: Roaming, Data Protection; 

Show figures: e.g. anti-cutting budget, show what it would mean if there wouldn't be enough budget, 

e.g. 1 mil EU students won't be able to receive an Erasmus scholarship; 

6. Emotions→ need to tell people stories in order to generate emotion; you should be present on all 

the media and present success stories; 

  

Expectations: Mr Metzler mentioned that he expects collaboration between the EESC and the other 

institutions;  

 

Friday, 7.12. 

 

Alfred Gajdosik 

 

→ Go to our institutions, social media and promote the elections; 

→ President Luca Jahier signed that the EESC and EU Parliament collaborate for the general elections; 

→ Members will be able to use the info points of EP; 

→ Members of the EESC will be supported with their activities by the Parliament;  

  

Sixtine Bouygues 

 

• Giving the various experiments carried out, the commitment of citizens is an important 

element; representative democracy is not enough, but one will feed into the other and both 

will be essential;  

• Important to listen to citizens; listening has to be more active, we need to take the different 

points of view into account. Policies must be based on what citizens desire and politicians 

must include their wishes into their policies; 

• Citizen's barometer→ my voice is heard, my opinion counts→ 45% believe so; still not 

completely satisfactory; Sweden, Denmark 60%, Greece, CZ 30%, and then FR 54%, 66% Italy; 

the feeling that there’s a gap  is quite strong in the various Member states;  

• Citizen's dialogue→ EESC also engaged in some actions on a local level; 

• Citizens' panel was a very good, new initiative, we built that initiative with the EESC and for 

the future→ Rather than having dialogues in each and every country, we have to understand 

the others from the other countries; 



• We have to fill the gap, so that the divide becomes smaller and smaller; received replies from 

FR, DE and Hungary and most replies: people felt they're being listened to, that they are 

participating; reports by Commission (report about Online Consult Procedure, 

Eurobarometer surveys included), national reports; all these initiatives are useful;  

• Interesting lessons from citizens' dialogue → high number of proposals that we never 

thought about, but also lack of knowledge of EU actions in member states because many 

proposed things that were already initiated;  need of a better communication of the EU 

success stories, we need to work together;  

• Regarding enlargement→ no interest, no concern about it, same holds true for the Euro, the 

dissatisfactions are high; environment is considered to be our next dream, EU has to act and 

to have an impact;  

• feeling of belonging of citizens to the EU; open proposal was to increase exchanges→ 

common bases of history and culture→ book of European history; 

• We have to be there with our citizens, not only on social media; there’s also an incredible 

dissemination on social media so this consultation process showed that the Eurobarometer is 

the right thing, we were able  to combine quali with quanti and together we have to work on 

better listening mechanism with EU citizens. Member states should show their responsibility 

in this area;  

 

Mr Metzler: participative democracy should not replace representative one;  

 

Bettina Hausmann 

 

• Drive→ members of Group III are drivers of the EU;  

• Your ambassadorship→ needs to be direct, relevant, inspiring and it needs to be driven by 

values (what really matters to people and phrased so that it can matter to people), expert 

ambassadors 

1. Direct→ work hard to make things simple;  

2. Relevant→ need to implicitly answer the ‘so what’ question; you need to know your 

audience; understand what drives your target in terms of thinking, habits, fears; understand 

how they communicate, what channels? Then you need to tell a story→put your effort and 

imagination into it; ‘what is your hook?’→ no abstract talk  

3. Inspiring → pick the killer facts! And speak from the heart and from imagination;  

4. Values → value is one argument that really drives the message; need to tell the values in the 

21st century way;  

• Simple messages, that could resonate with the audiences 

→ e.g: tell them, if they want Europe to be diverse, then they should vote; 

→ tell them that it's not a perfect, but a precious project; tell them: not voting is voting, vote 

for YOUR Europe; this time loads of Eurosceptists→ tell that to young people, this election is 

different, they can make a difference;  

• Figure out which is the most important audience 

 

 

 

 

Philippe Félix 



 

➢ Storytelling→  good product, clear message, an audience in need, use a visual approach;  

• social media is nothing if you don’t combine with traditional communication strategy; 

• People expect something from you, that you give them something specific; you are 

independent, you can express yourself, you can address your audience with your own tone of 

voice;  

• You have a mission to persuade young people to vote to the European elections through 

social media→ your product is complex to understand, you need to clarify what you are and 

what you do! The audience: we have to recognize that some of the population doesn't agree 

with the current way we organize our society;  

➢ Digital context problem: fake news 

• Context: 1. Euroscepticism:  

• 2. Infobesity: Info overload;  

• 3. Fragmentation of channels 

• 4. Participation→ not top down, but interactive communication ; every time you put 

a message on social media  

• 5. Pictures → every day;  

• 6. Pay to Play: how get around without spending money? 

 

➢ Digital strategy and attitude 

Who are the people I want to speak to? → Address yourself differently regarding your target, men vs 

women, farmer vs businessman and think about 

A. Their needs;  

B. Where they are; 

C. When theye're most receptive;   

 

• Role of the audience: don’t speak to the public at large→ put a face on your public;  

• Use needs: don't speak about yourself→ be specific, relevant and useful! → Targeted people 

aren't interested in seeing handshakes between members, politicians, etc;  

• Don’t replicate your message on all the channels, but FOCUS on the best channels to reach 

your current target! 

• Don’t post your message when everyone is asleep → e.g. Anti-Violence post on Anti-Violance 

day; 

• Don’t post on Sundays! 

• Don’t say too much; make priority specific direct messages! 

• Choose appropriate communication, adopt a viral strategy, create disruptive messages (out 

of the ordinary, attract people's interest); 

 

• Facebook, then Youtube, Instagram, Tumblr; Twitter is more successful for journalists, etc; 

• Use Facebook→ images are more effective than messages; young people don’t use Twitter;  

Your approach is network and multiplier approach; → Organizations channels or local communication 

channels;  

 

What stories should we tell? 

 



• A beginning, a middle and an end, a good and a bad guy;  

• Your role is not to convince for the sake of voting but to show you're an active 

player, that you have an impact and that’s thanks to the EU; 

• Be CREATIVE.  

• Hack events 

• Explain who you are (Humbly) and what you concretely do;  

• Use hashtags and mentions!  

• People remember 80% of what they see! Use data visualization, animations, GIFs;  

• Angry people want to be heard and be allowed to be angry→ solution: empathy,e.g: 

I know we’re in a bad situation, but …. → don’t be afraid to admit; example 

Mélenchon (use of human empathy = success  on social media);  

 

Laura Shields 

 

Journalist’ mindset 

• They want something snappy, sexy and succinct→ the way you present the info to 

journalists;  

• How to approach them→ they shouldn't get to think you give them irrelevant information; if 

you do that, then when you send them relevant information, they don't check it anymore;   

• Don’t pick fights in public; invite them in your network through an event; but find out what 

information they like to receive;  

Where stories come from 

• Be proactive;  

What journalists want?  

• Facts-Numbers-Colours-Quotes-Angle 

• If a journalists wants to talk to you, use an original quote →Don’t let them put words into 

your mouth;  

• Learn a lot from how populists speak; Nigel Farage is successful because he speaks fluent 

pub, he sounds like he’s in a bar, lower down the language ladder;  

• Introducing sizzle: quotable; make sure the quote you want to be quoted is the one; sell the 

sizzle! When taking in interviews try boosting your language, colloquial, prepare quotes in 

advance! Need to give journalists substance! 

• A message house → 3 quotes, clear colloquial languages, 1 to 2 sentences, support with 

evidence, story anecdote or example to make it visual; highlight some key numbers;  

• Use meaningful numbers: e.g billion trees covering the size of Brussels than just billion trees;  

• Story-anecdote or example: facts don’t work because we're storytelling animals→ find 

examples that have emotional counterweight of the numbers;  

• If you want to reach demographic who don't use internet: go on TV and radio  

• Focus on unusual candidates that you can support→ more women, greens, social 

movements;  

 


